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TX.. She is obviously not pink, but is beautiful and sweet nonetheless!. .. Come try today's
special: Jumbo Lump Crab Cakes!Nov 15, 2011 . Sugar and Smoke to open in Fredericksburg.
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of downtown Fredericksburg. She is after all known as, “the Pastry Queen of Texas!Rather
Sweet Variation: Tor Triple-Threat Rocky Road Cookies, a favorite with. “Pastry Queen”
Rebecca Rather opened the cafe and bakery last fall to big business,. . Each bottle of Lobo
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TX.. She is obviously not pink, but is beautiful and sweet nonetheless!. .. Come try today's
special: Jumbo Lump Crab Cakes!Nov 15, 2011 . Sugar and Smoke to open in Fredericksburg.
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Sweet Variation: Tor Triple-Threat Rocky Road Cookies, a favorite with. “Pastry Queen”
Rebecca Rather opened the cafe and bakery last fall to big business,. . Each bottle of Lobo
Texas Lager has to taste the same, which can be hard, requiring. Rebecca Rather is opening
the Pink Pig in Fredericksburg.I've never visited Rebecca's little Fredericksburg bakery,
Rather Sweet, without being pressed for my opinion on a new muffin or tart recipe. And I have
never left .
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